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part one

TO BE



Dear Ms. Hermann,
I hope I have the correct email address for you.  I am trying 
to reach you to ask about community programs which
I believe you are the coordinator for.  
Is it possible to meet with you sometime for a discussion?
Best regards,
jeaninne honstein

   

Dear Ms. Honstein
Thanks for reaching out again – your previous email got buried in 
my inbox (which overflows with 100+ messages per day). 
Could you please give me a bit more information on the program 
you are proposing?  I noticed that you cc’d Gregory Perkel 
and I want to be sure that this program will not interfere with 
Arts Council programming. We work together on a lot of projects 
and I am also considerate of those who are on their faculty.
Janie
 

Dear Janie,
I am happy to receive your email.  The program we are proposing 
would be presented by Gregory Perkel: A retrospective study exposing 
the personal journey of creating art from the artist perspective... 
A presentation of contemporary art.  I have known Gregory for 
several years and have seen him conduct group presentations/lectures 
in the past. He always has an interesting story to tell and his group 
presentation skills are excellent.  
My role is simply to help Gregory behind the scenes and connect 
with you via email... so it would be best if we could meet with you in 
person to discuss his proposal further. 
 
With regards to your concern about Gregroy's lecture at the library 
interfering with ACP programming, I can assure you that since 
Gregory teaches at the ACP,  he and Jeff have discussed presenting 
topics at the ACP and his communication with Jeff is on-going. 
I believe the ACP's schedule may become available at some time 
in the future and if so, Gregory may pursue another community 
presentation (art) topic at that point. In the mean time, he is interested 
in presenting to the community at our library.
 
Again, since I am only the email communicator, If we could 
have a few minutes of your time Gregory would very much like to stop 
by the library to meet you and get your feedback and opinion about 
his lecture idea and hear if you feel it is a good match for our community.
  
I look forward to meeting you!
 
Best regards,
Jeaninne

From: Janie Hermann <JHermann@princetonlibrary.org>
To: rhonstein@aol.com <rhonstein@aol.com>
Sent: Mon, Nov 15, 2010 1:26 pm
Subject: RE: community program
Sent: Mon, Nov 15, 2010 1:26 pm

Re: Gregory Perkel
From:"rhonstein@aol.com" <rhonstein@aol.com>
View Contact 
To: JHermann@princetonlibrary.org 
Cc: perkelstudio@yahoo.com
Sent: Tue, November 16, 2010 8:52:49 AM
 

From: rhonstein@aol.com [mailto:rhonstein@aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 1:38 PM
To: Janie Hermann
Subject: community program
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 1:38 PM



   

Dear Jainie and Tim,
Thanks very much for meeting with Gregory
and I this afternoon. We are very grateful for
your support and your excellent ideas about 
how to make Gregory's lecture series 
successful for the library, its patrons, and 
the Princeton community.

As Jainie suggested, I will contact Anne 
directly to arrange her visit to Gregory's 
studio for an in-person interview and photo 
session next week. Please know that both of
you are most welcome to come out to 
Gregory's studio as well.  It is a remarkable 
experience to see his artwork and studio 
space first hand. I will be sure to include 
you in my correspondence with Anne in case
you do decide to join her for the interview.  

Jainie, shall Gregory and I be in touch with 
Maria regarding her curating a show of 
Gregory's work on the second floor, or do 
you prefer to initiate that discussion?  
Please let me know what would be best.  

Please do not hesitate to let me know if there 
is anything I can be doing on my end to make 
your work on this project easier. 
It is a privilege to be able to work with both of 
you, and we look forward to seeing you soon.

With warmest wishes 
for wonderful start to the new year,

Gemma

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Jainie Hermann <jhermann@princetonlibrary.org>; 
Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>
Cc:Anne Levin <alevin@princetonlibrary.org>;
Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
Sent: Mon, January 3, 2011 3:44:16 PM



   

Dear Anne,
Jainie Hermann suggested I contact you directly about arranging an 
in-person interview and photo session at Gregory Perkel's art studio 
in South Brunswick next week. Gregory will be presenting a two-part 
lecture series at the library this Spring entitled Images and Words, 
based on several bodies of his artwork. We are enthusiastic about 
having you visit his studio, as the first hand experience of his artwork 
is invaluable in understanding his importance as an artist.  

Will you please let me know if you have availability in your schedule 
next week?  The latter half of the week (Wed., Jan. 5- Fri., Jan. 7) is 
slightly preferable, but Gregory is pleased to accommodate your 
schedule. I very much look forward to meeting you and I know that 
Gregory appreciates your time and expertise in presenting his story, 
conveying his message, and promoting his upcoming lecture program.

With gratitude and warm wishes,

Gemma

Hi Gemma:
Thanks so much for your letter.
I am looking forward to visiting the studio 
and talking with Gregory; I have heard 
great things about him and his work! 
I just returned to the library today after 
being out sick for a few days, and now 
Tim is out sick. I am going to wait until 
I hear from him before letting you know 
when it is best to visit, because I think 
he wants to come as well.
 
So, hopefully I will be back in touch with 
you in the next few days. Again, I am 
looking forward to meeting you both.
 
Best wishes,
 
Anne Levin

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Anne Levin <alevin@princetonlibrary.org> 
Sent: Mon, January 3, 2011 4:42:01 PM

From: <alevin@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gemma Farrell<gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
Sent: Wed, Jan 5, 2011 at 10:43 AM



   

Great news everyone – I have been in touch with Maria and she is fully on board 
with having Gregory be on exhibit on the 2nd floor of the library for our spring 
show which will run early March to mid-May. This will give more attention to the 
lectures planned. Maria has suggested that she and I (and possibly Leslie Burger, 
the director of the library) make a separate trip to the studio after the interview/
photo session to talk about the pieces that will be shown at the library and put 
together the show. Leslie is a very hands on director when it comes to art work in 
our building. Tim and I have discussed doing a full-page story with photos in
Connections and I think this will get considerable attention in the area.
 
In terms of getting items framed for the exhibit that are not ready to go, the easiest 
solution is for the library to pay Gregory Perkel for his two lectures from our NEH 
funds and he can use that money for framing. I will speak with Lindsey, our
development director, to see how much is available. If you could send us a working 
title for the lectures and a brief description of what will be covered this will be helpful 
for me in obtaining the funding from our NEH grant.
 
Looking forward to bringing this all together as one of our highlighted programs 
this spring,

Janie   

Dear Janie,
This is indeed great news. Gregory is pleased to welcome you and Maria to his studio, along with Leslie 
Burger and anyone else whose presence you believe would be instrumental. It will be very helpful to have 
Leslie's direct involvement in this project. We also appreciate your support in offeringa full page spread in 
Connections. To that end, following is a working title and brief description of the proposed lecture series. 
I welcome your comments and suggestions, and please let me know if you need more information.  

Images and Words: A Two-Part Lecture Series and Presentation by Artist Gregory Perkel
Lecture 1: Pages from the Diary (25 images) and From a.m. to p.m.: In Search of the G-Spot (27 images).  
Lecture 2: Pyramid Mall: Shopping Spree from Pyramid to Christmas Tree (90 images)

Format: Each lecture will run approximately 90 minutes, beginning with a brief introduction by Gregory 
regarding the topic of the body of work, the artist's motivation for creating the pieces, and their historical 
relevance. The images will then be projected onto a screen while a speaker reads the accompanying text.
Each lecture will conclude with a Question and Answer period.

With appreciation,

Gemma

From: From: Janie Hermann <JHermann@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>; Anne Levin <alevin@princetonlibrary.org>
Cc: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>; Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>; 
Maria Evans <MEvans@artscouncilofprinceton.org>
Sent: Wed, January 5, 2011 12:53:58 PM

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Janie Hermann <JHermann@princetonlibrary.org>
Sent: Wed, January 5, 2011 2:25:03 PM

  



Dear Tim,

Anne is planning to do the interview at Gregory's studio 
this Friday, Jan. 14 at 2.30 pm. 
Is it possible to send a photographer at that time as well?

Thanks so much for your help with this.

Gemma

I have a photographer lined up, but she will need to bring her daughter, a toddler.  I hope this is OK. It's our only photo option.

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>
Sent: Wed, Jan 12, 2011, at 12:06 PM

From: Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
Sent: Wed, Jan 12, 2011 at 12:43 PM



part two

NOT TO BE



Hello Gregory,
Just touching base as I had an email from Maria listing some requests that you made during your meeting at the 
library today – and I will answer those question below in just a moment. 
Also, I need to let you know two other things. First, the funding from the NEH cannot be used in this instance and 
the request for funds was denied.  Secondly, I just came from a meeting with my director and need to let you know 
that, for a variety of reasons, the library will be able to host only lecture this spring and we have chosen to go with 
the lecture that will tie-in with the art that will be on display (as has been our tradition with artists on exhibit). 
Thus we will do Lecture 2: 
Pyramid Mall: Shopping Spree from Pyramid to Christmas Tree (90 images) on Wednesday May 4th.   
Here are the answers to the questions about the art show:
1. We have general insurance that will cover anything catastrophic (fire, theft) but it will not cover 
incidental damage, graffiti, etc.
2. You work is considered to be on consignment with the library and not on loan. We do not have
a loan contract that we use with our artists.
3. The light bulbs are set so that people browsing the books are able to read clearly and thus they cannot be changed. 

From: Janie Hermann <JHermann@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>; Gemma Farrell <acceleratorgemma@gmail.com> 
Cc: Maria Evans <MEvans@artscouncilofprinceton.org>; Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>
Sent: Mon, January 24, 2011 5:39:26 PM

I am very sorry that we can accommodate only one lecture this spring.
 
With best wishes

Janie



Dear Gregory,
Once again, I am sorry that you have had to deal with such unpleasant 
treatment this evening.  I can only hope that you will not take any of this 
to heart but rather that you will see it merely as a reflection of Janie's 
(and the others') ignorance or lack of understanding. 
I know it is small consolation, but you have my deepest concern and my 
heartfelt appreciation for all that you are.

Dear Janie,
Gregory shared your email with me and asked that I reply on his behalf. Thank you for informing 
us about the NEH’s decision regarding funding. Gregory was neither expecting nor relying on that 
funding, so their decision is inconsequential. Unfortunately, because the library has only general 
insurance, Gregory will not be able to display his cardboard pieces since the liability for damage is 
too great. However, he is amenable to exhibiting select pieces from his other bodies of work, 
Pages from the Diary or From a.m. to p.m: In Search of the G-Spot. 
Those pieces are framed under glass and therefore protected from potential damage. Since the 
library will not be exhibiting his cardboard pieces, Gregory would prefer to deliver Lecture 1 instead.  
As we discussed, Pages from the Diary and From a.m. to p.m: In Search of the G-Spot 
convey a highly compelling juxtaposition of images and words.
That juxtaposition was the impetus for Gregory’s initial interest in sharing his artwork at the library.

As always, we are grateful for your help in organizing this program, and look forward to 
hearing your thoughts regarding the above. 

With my best wishes,

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
Sent: January 24, 2011 8:34:17 PM

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Janie Hermann <JHermann@princetonlibrary.org> 
Cc: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>; Maria Evans <MEvans@artscouncilofprinceton.org>; 
Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>
Sent: Tue, January 25, 2011 1:58:28 PM

With love,

Gemma 

Gemma



Dear Gemma
 
Many thanks for your prompt response. After considerable discussion 
amongst library staff and also with the Arts Council, we have come to 
the conclusion that this collaboration is not going to work out after all.  

Administration at both institutions feel that Gregory's work is much 
more appropriate for a museum or gallery rather than the public space 
that our buildings tend to be -- places where families come with very 
young children and also where  all age ranges from babies to seniors 
are present every day. 
Our art talks at the library always rely upon what is being exhibited 
and we have moved forward with finding two artists for the spring 
show that can better suit our space. 

We greatly enjoyed getting to know you both and extend our thanks 
for your generosity in giving our staff a tour of Gregory's studio. 
Gregory's work is unique and original and I am sure he will find the 
right venue  for it to be displayed and for him to deliver these lectures. 

Please let me know if you would like the CD's and other materials 
returned and, if so, to what address. 

 

From: Janie Hermann <JHermann@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com> 
Cc: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
Maria Evans <MEvans@artscouncilofprinceton.org>
Tim Quinn <TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org>
Peter Bromberg <pbromberg@princetonlibrary.org>
Sent: Tue, January 25, 2011 4:57:29 PM

Janie 

Best Regards,



Dear Gregory,

My heart has felt sickened since our last conversation.  
Your bleeding has clouded the atmosphere and you 
have, once again, exposed the ugly, raw underbelly of 
human nature. I admire your tenacity; the gentle bull 
that you are; and I am behind you in your frustration.

On the second floor of the Princeton Public Library 
I've spent many hours perusing the vast collection
of books on art. This is a precious place for me as
I am exposed, for free, thousands of years of art
history. I am comforted and inspired as I marvel at 
each artist's approach and how they reveal their soul.
 
I too believe that art, in many forms, is a treasure not 
to be taken lightly but revered as an irreplaceable 
element in our society that raises all cultures to
a higher level of existence.

If the Princeton Public Library had the opportunity
to extract the art from one of their many volumes 
and have the artist, in flesh and blood, present a 
lecture, they would be ecstatic. Perhaps many people
there are uninformed and would benefit from a lecture 
on the history of art, ending with your work, giving 
them a breath of contemporary art today. I doubt any
person will ever see the astute, beautiful, clever way 
you present our society in all its complexity.

Gregory, I deeply admire your work and I am 
saddened by our culture's ignorance where countless 
hours of people's downtime is spent "plugged in" to 
Facebook (etc) disregarding God's gift to humans; 
the ability to create. At any given moment, you can 
walk into the library and witness most people staring
at a monitor, even in the children's section.

I am here.

From: Johanna <jtww@verizon.net> 
To: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
Sent: Fri, January 28, 2011 12:30:16 PM

love,

Johanna



Dear Leslie,
First of all I would like to express my gratitude for your subordinates, Janie Hermann, 
Tim Quinn, and Anne Levin, who brought much of their energy and excitement to the 
planning of my prospective lectures at the Princeton Public Library. 
It is unfortunate that you undertook the decision to cancel these lectures without even 
the courtesy of an explanation or a personal meeting. It is always a pity when an 
intelligent and thought-provoking project which is supported by the goodwill and hard 
work of bright individuals is clamped down by an ignorant and prudish administrator. 
I was naïve when I thought that it would never happen to me when I emigrated to the 
U.S. from the Soviet Union in 1977. Sad déjà vu.

From: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com> 
To: Leslie Burger <lburger@princetonlibrary.org>
Cc: acceleratorgemma@gmail.com; jhermann@princetonlibrary.org; tquinn@princetonlibrary.org; 
alevin@princetonlibrary.org; Maria Evans, Jeff Nathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org

Respectfully, 
Gregory Perkel

Leslie  Burger
Director of the 
Princeton Public Library

Janie Hermann
Program Coordinator at 
Princeton Public Library

Tim Quinn
Public Information Director at 
Princeton Public Library

Anne Levin
Public Information assistant at
Princeton Public Library

Gemma Farrell
Jeaninne Honstein
Johanna Wirtz

Jeff Nathanson
Executive Director at 
Arts Council of Princeton

Students of Gregory Perkel



Gregory,
I am quite surprised and shocked at the lack of professionalism exhibited in 
your email to Leslie. Name calling is usually practiced by those who are too 
immature and uninformed to be able to express their opinions articulately. 
I have to tell you, I am disappointed in you. Your attack is entirely uncalled for. 
I have known Leslie for years and she is anything but "ignorant and prudish." 
The problem here is that you are indeed naïve to think that it is okay to present 
your G-Spot project in a venue such as a library or a community arts center. 
I told you that I didn't think the Library or Arts Council are appropriate 
venues for presentation of your series. If your project were really as intelligent 
and thought-provoking as you say, then we might both be inclined to help you 
present it in another more appropriate venue. The reality here is that neither 
Leslie nor I feel the project warrants our support and I feel that the series lacks 
the artistic strength of your other work.

You did an end run around the Arts Council and attempted to manipulate the 
library staff into agreeing to a talk that we wouldn't book here. I was actually 
quite surprised when I learned that the Library had scheduled your talk to 
take place there. I was not surprised when I learned that Leslie knew nothing 
about it and then chose to cancel it when she found out.

I respect you as an artist and that is why I suggested that you should schedule 
a presentation of the G-spot series in your own studio. A private space, either 
yours or another, is the proper venue for such a project. 
A public space that is specifically oriented to a broad based community 
audience, as are the Arts Council and Library, is simply not the right venue. 
It is also the prerogative of the director to decide what is appropriate for the 
venue for artistic or other reasons. 

I support Leslie's decision wholeheartedly. – Jeff

From: Jeff Nathanson <JNathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org>
To: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>; Leslie  Burger <lburger@princetonlibrary.org>
Cc: acceleratorgemma@gmail.com; jhermann@princetonlibrary.org; tquinn@princetonlibrary.org
Sent: Mon. January 31, 2011 5:04:50 PM

From: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
To: Jeff Nathanson <JNathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org>
Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2011 8:47 AM

Dear Jeff,
I think that my letter to Leslie is perfectly suited as a response to you.
With only comment, that your letter was rude and incompetent.
Respectfully,
Gregory



Dear Jeff,
I hope you do not mind my taking the liberty of responding to your email to Gregory 
as I was involved in his discussions with the library in recent weeks. Among the issues 
you raised, I feel most compelled to address your concern regarding Gregory’s 
“end run around the Arts Council” and his attempt to “manipulate the library staff.” 
I personally had no knowledge of the collaborative arrangement between your two 
institutions. Gregory has told me that he did not know of the collaborative dynamic 
between the library and the Arts Council either, and that he did not intend to bypass
the Arts Council in proposing his lecture at the library. I do not believe that it is within 
Gregory’s character to behave in a manipulative or deceptive manner.  As we have both 
witnessed, it is Gregory’s direct and forthright approach that is often far too evident. 
I hope you will give him the benefit of the doubt in this regard, Jeff.  It would be a shame 
for you to misunderstand him and attach an underhanded motive to his actions.   

From: Gemma Farrell <gemma@gemma5yoga.com>
To: Jeff Nathanson <JNathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org>
Sent: Tue, February 1, 2011 7:24:30 PM

With my very best wishes,
Gemma



Dear Gregory,

Thanks for taking the time to share your concerns with me. It appears that there have 
been a series of miscommunications and misunderstanding with regard to your talk and 
exhibit at the library. Since this is the first time we have communicated about this issue 
I will share my understanding of the events that resulted in the mutual decision to 
cancel the exhibit. I first learned of the exhibit last week. I was surprised to learn that 
the exhibit as proposed by you and Gemma had bypassed our established partnership 
with the Arts Council of Princeton in which they recommend artists for the space, 
curate the shows, and assist with the public lecture part of the program. I expressed the
concern to Janie about the breach of the established process and then asked to see the 
work, as I do for all artists who exhibit at the library. I was concerned that the images in
 the "G-spot" exhibit were inappropriate for the space in the public library. As you know 
this is a heavily used, public building with lots of children and teens on the second floor
within full view of the exhibit space. I felt that the nudes were not appropriate for our 
wide open spaces. I asked Janie to talk to you about selecting other artwork for the space.
My understanding is that you agreed to loan us some of your works on cardboard. 
Then I heard that you had some issues regarding the protection of the work and 
inquired as to whether or not we could provide insurance coverage above and beyond 
our customary limits. My understanding was that by mutual agreement the library and 
you decided to cancel the show since we couldn't meet your conditions. I am sorry that 
this hasn't worked out as you planned. In your email you've mischaracterized me as a
"prudish and ignorant administrator" and implied that censorship was a primary 
motivator in making decisions about this exhibit, all of which is untrue. I can assure you 
that this is not Soviet-style censorship at work but rather me, as the library's leader, 
exercising my responsibility to ensure that all people who visit the library have an 
enjoyable experience. I believe that we offered a reasonable accommodation to you by 
offering to accommodate your other work, despite my concerns about your bypassing 
our established exhibit process.
I am sorry you feel otherwise. You may want to contact Maria Evans at the Arts Council 
to have your work considered for exhibit in the library venue at some time in the future.

All the best,
Leslie Burger

From: Leslie Burger <lburger@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
Cc: acceleratorgemma@gmail.com; jhermann@princetonlibrary.org; 
tquinn@princetonlibrary.org; alevin@princetonlibrary.org;
MEvans@artscouncilofprinceton.org; Jeff Nathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org
Sent: Mon, January 31, 2011 9:07:09 PM



Dear Leslie,
Thank you very much for your kind and intelligent 
response. 
You are correct in that a series of miscommunications and 
misunderstandings, clogged and distorted good intentions 
from both sides, that I believe was present in your letter. 
Therefore, I’d like to make it clear, at least from my side. 
I do not propose to have a show in the Library, as I do not 
exhibit my art in non-professional spaces (improper lighting, 
lack of security and insurance, cluttered spaces with 
furniture, computers and so on). All of which does not 
help the viewer to meditate and pause, which is a necessary 
condition for serious art. What I proposed was a lecture. 
A body of my work, entails images juxtapose with short 
commentaries or poetry. In this case, the visual image 
works together with accompanying words, becoming
more meaningful than viewing the image alone. 
For this event, I chose three portfolios which are, from my 
point of view, more suitable for a lecture at the library. 
A list of the proposed portfolios was given to Tim and Janie 
during our first meeting. That particular body of work 
was highly prized and acclaimed from different publications 
including the New York Times. My latest, and from my 
point of view, one of the most important works is an album 
of prints “From Andrew Marvel (AM) to Paul Muldoon 
(PM) in search of the G-Spot”.
(I do not understand why Jeff used “G-Spot” as the name 
for this work. I use it as an ironical term, which has a lot of 
meanings, and not exactly what you think about).

This album represents many of the best poets in the world 
(including two of our own Princetonians, CK Williams 
and Paul Muldoon). In the drawings I represent a Hellenistic 
sense of beauty of the female body, translated in their own
language, with the mode and music of poems. 
In this work, I defend and prize poetry as one of the most 
powerful weapons against the commercialization of culture, 
corruption of the mind, and ignorance. 
From my youth I was inspired by the poem of a genius and 
innovator, the Great Russian poet, Velimir Khlebnikov 
who wrote 100 years ago:

Today I will go once again
Into life, into haggling, into market,
And lead the army of my songs
To duel against the market tide.

This poem actually represents today, thus is the power of 
the artist’s vision. I consider the form of a lecture 
(not an exhibit!), in an educational setting, such as yours, 
when images are projected on a screen accompanied by a 
narrator, the most suitable presentation of this particular 
work. In this case, the Arts Council has nothing to do with 
this form of presentation. From all logic that is prerogative 
of the library. So, now is up to director of library to decide.
 
Speaking of private viewings in my studio, (which Jeff 
mentioned), one of the most memorable times was when 
CK Williams and Paul Muldoon were present. Among all 
the other brilliant minds represented in the album, they 
both read their poems within the chronology of time 
(1621 - present), and created a certain magic as we enjoyed
the drawings simultaneously.

Dear Leslie, after all the misunderstanding, I think in this 
case, a better way to communicate is personally.  
At your convenience, I would like to invite you to my studio, 
so you will better understand my art and for me to enjoy 
your intelligence.

In the end, I would like to apologize for my harsh 
remarks towards you.

I am sorry.
 
Respectfully yours,
Gregory Perkel

From: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com> 
To: Leslie Burger <lburger@princetonlibrary.org>
Cc: acceleratorgemma@gmail.com; jhermann@princetonlibrary.org; 
tquinn@princetonlibrary.org; alevin@princetonlibrary.org; 
Jeff Nathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org
Sent: Thursday, February 3, 2011 8:41 AM



From: Leslie Burger <lburger@princetonlibrary.org>
To: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com>
Sent: Fri, February 4, 2011 3:28:10 PM

Dear Gregory,
Apology accepted, thanks for clarifying the facts.

Leslie



From: Gregory Perkel <perkelstudio@yahoo.com> 
To: LBurger@princetonlibrary.org; jhermann@princetonlibrary.org; 
TQuinn@princetonlibrary.org; pbromberg@princetonlibrary.org; 
alevin@princetonlibrary.org; jnathanson@artscouncilofprinceton.org; 
MEvans@artscouncilofprinceton.org; 
gemma@gemma5yoga.com; rhonstein@aol.com
Sent: Tue, February 8, 2011 10:04:26 AM

Greetings to all who participated in the dramatic exchange of letters 
related to the proposed lectures in the PPL auditorium. To begin with, I was 
initially encouraged by my students and friends, Jeaninne Honstein and
Gemma Farell, when casually discussing that much of my work is perfectly 
suited for a lecture format, where images accompany short stories or poetry. 
 
Being frequent users of the PPL, as individuals and mothers, Jeaninne and 
Gemma felt the body of the work (which they are both familiar with) would 
make a beautiful, well-received, educational lecture, and that the PPL was the 
proper venue. Due to a previous, disappointing experience with Jeff Nathanson, 
Director of ACP,  I expressed some doubt.
 
About two years ago, I presented to him a proposal for the same lecture, 
although he did not express any desire to see the work nor did he mention 
convening at any later date. I believe that he forgot about it as soon as I left his 
office. He never mentioned it after that meeting and I did not remind him. 
To my surprise the people at the PPL were more attentive to my art and good 
hearted, that is, until the director of the library, Leslie Burger, stepped in. 
Under her pressure, Janie Harmon, changed the tone and as a result the whole
project was cancelled.

From that point on, the situation started to appear as a strange mix of Franz 
Kafka and Samuel Beckett. This inspired me to convert this absurdity into 
artwork, yet I needed a response from the director, not from her subordinate. 
For that reason I wrote an intentionally harsh letter with a cc to all 
subordinates, prompting her response.
I was not sure I would get a catch, but to my surprise this strategy worked. 
And instead of one catch, I caught two big wigs! First to respond was Jeff 
Nathanson, with an unnecessary rude letter defending poor Leslie, second was 
Leslie Burger’s letter. What a joy!

Of course, as I expected, their letters were totally off track and one sided, but 
that gave me a chance to honestly express my position and clear up murky 
waters of misunderstanding and prejudices to which I responded. Logically, 
I thought Leslie would have accepted the misunderstanding and apologies and 
go ahead with the lectures. 

However, in her response, Leslie curtly, and with a certain professional 
elegance, closed my case. But the case was not closed for America. 
We are living in a deep cultural swamp. Our country lags behind most in the 
matter of education and promotion of cultural values.
What is hanging on the bedroom walls of American teens? Portraits of Bach 
or Walt Whitman, reproductions from Rembrandt or Vermeer? How many 
people in such a distinguished city as Princeton read poetry or even know of 
the existence of C.K. Williams or Paul Muldoon? What is profound or smart 
in the movie industry or TV shows; what is the poetical or musical value in 
pop music or rap? How many tattoos or piercings are on the skin and bodies 
of American teens and adults?
In addition, the flood of commercials, imposed every few minutes, cluttering 
and damaging our brains.  That is! A brain-killing machine, creating herds 
of mindless shoppers which live in a landscape crowded with shopping malls, 
vying for what’s in.
 
How do we stand up against this kind of degradation of human beings? 
For me personally, in a very small humble way, with a lecture at the library. 
But I’m not alone. Legions of artists, poets, writers and musicians do the very
same around the country. 
The government should allot more money for cultural programs in schools 
and public spaces, and unless they start to support cultural institutions and 
public spaces, they will depend on donors and trusties. Typically these are 
wealthy people, mostly ignorant with bad taste, who in many cases, project 
their will on directors’ decisions, corrupting their intentions.

My dear friends, with this letter I have finished the conceptual part of my 
project. I now will entrust it through visual images; print, frame and exhibit it! 
It will be titled "Voices from the Swamp"

And from this time on, we are together on one ship in history: 
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.

With great respect to all of you,
Gregory Perkel

                                       
Curtains down.
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